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Welcome to the planet LEADER

This manual has been realized as operative 
reference for Leader Italia prosthetic components. 

The manual provides basic instructions for the 
use of prosthetic products manufactured by 
Leader Italia: the technical suggestions reported 
can under no circumstances substitute the 
clinical evaluations and technical knowledge 
that are of exclusive competence of the profes-
sionals. 

The procedures reported in the present manual 
are referred to standard patients, while the actual 
patients’ conditions are to be evaluated for each 
single case. Leader Italia recommends a constant 
training on operative protocols and procedures 
and can offer a wide and exhaustive educational 
program to professionals.
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Implants GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. IMPLANT MAIN FEATURES

Leader implant-prosthetic system is suitable for the two-phase and single-stage surgery options.

LEADER IMPLANT-PROSTHETIC SYSTEM
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IMPLUS AND TIXOS IMPLANTS INTERNAL HEX IMPLUS AND TIXOS IMPLANTS EXTERNAL HEX 

• Cylindrical and Tapered Implus implants, with internal and external hex

• Cylindrical Tixos implants, with internal and external hex

• Tixos Short implants external hex

TWO-STAGE SURGERY IMPLANTS

These implants offers a wide range of prosthetic solutions, i.e. a screw-supported fix prosthetis directly screwed upon 
the implant head or screwed on straight or pre-angled abutmens, and a second option of a prosthesis cemented 
on the abutments that are screwed on the implant head.  

Leader implant system allows different techniques according to the different clinical cases. The two-stage technique: 
after the insertion, the implant is covered with the tissue flap, with variable osseointegration periods, from 2 months in 
the lower jaw to 4 months in the upper jaw. With Tixos implants, the osseointegration periods can be shorter.

In the single-phase technique, instead of a low surgical screw, an healing screw is applied and the implant is 
immediately exposed to the oral cavity. In some cases, if the clinical conditions allow that solution, the immediate 
loading can be possible. 

• Mini-implants Nano and Nano OVD Tixos

• S-Type Tixos

• Fix-Type

SINGLE-STAGE SURGERY IMPLANTS

The single-stage surgery implant is a one-piece fixture that integrates the retention device. In this case the implant will 

be immediately exposed to the oral cavity; for such reason, these implants are the ones used for the immediate loading. 

Tixos Nano implants are particularly indicated to replace the lower incisors: we recommend to use the Nano implants in 

cases where the implant and the tooth axis are quite parallel. Otherwise, the abutment preparation will tend to shorten 

it too much thus decreasing its retentive potential. Ball-attachment implants (OVD) are generally used to support 

overdenture in atrophic jaws. S-Type and Fix-Type implants in case of a bar-retained prosthetic solution.



GENERAL CHARACTERISTICSImplants

MAIN FEATURES OF LEADER IMPLANT PLATFORM
The retentive device  can be connected either directly onto the implant  head or through intermediate abutments 

- straight or pre-angled in case of screw-retained prosthesis. Tixos and Implus fixtures  have either an external or 

an internal hex, while the S-Type and Fix-Type implants have an external hex.

Differences between the two connection types.

Concerning  implant insertion:

• Implants with internal hex have surgical screw with a lower profile, thus they can be covered very easily with the 

gingival tissues during the surgical process, especially in the regenerative techniques. The implant internal 

hex and the transfer internal hex are identical; for this reason, after the transfer removal, it is still possible 

to insert the implant further deeper with a contra-angle or a manual ratchet. 

• With the external hexes, should the implant be inserted further, it would be necessary to mount the transfer again.

Concerning load and its distribution on the bone components: there is no difference.

Concerning the impression techniques: 

• With the external hexes, the pick-up technique is possible by blocking the transfers closely together. 

• With the internal hexes, in case of multiple implants, the rigid block of the transfers is not possible. With internal 

hexes, the transfer positioning is easier; in case the pieces don’t match perfectly one another it is impossible to 

screw them in – instead, this is possible with the external hexes if an inaccurate  technique is used thus producing 

a wrong impression.

Concerning the prosthetic solutions: 

• With external hexes, both screw-retained and cemented prosthesis can be performed. 

• With internal hexes, in case of multiple implants, only cemented-retained prosthesis is possible.
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Prosthetic components GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

2. MAIN FEATURES OF THE PROSTHETIC COMPONENTS

Concerning single crowns: 

• We remind that this is the prosthetic solution with the most problems of abutment loosening. 

• With internal hexes, you have less loosening problems, so they are the most suitable implants for this prosthetic 

solution.

The implant/abutment connection portion is the critical area that supports the occlusal function. For this reason it 

should have precise characteristics:

The hex device must guarantee the  precise positioning of the abutment thus assuring mechanical stability.

The horizontal planes of implant and abutment should match as precisely as possible. 

Mechanical stability is the characteristic that guarantees the abutment stability: for this reason the passing screws must 

be tightened through dynamometric wrenches with the proper torque. In case the occlusal forces on the prosthetic 

elements are higher than the applied torque, the passing screws could loosen.

Leader prosthetic line includes passing screws with a bigger head - which allows a higher  torque – and tapered walls: 

the friction between the screw tapered walls and the abutment inner walls assures an high mechanical stability.

See Annex A

Features of implant/abutment 
connection. Page 50

Friction between the conical surfaces

Thrust forces created by the introduction

Force
introduction
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICSProsthetic components

SCREW-RETAINED CONNECTION
With this type of connection the prosthesis is screwed directly onto the implant head or through intermediate 

straight or pre-angled abutments (LeaderQuick).

Leader screw-retained prosthetic line includes the use of  tapered-head passing screws (Eng. Bazzurro’s research 
and development) that, tightened to recommended torque specifications, guarantee high stability.

Considerations:

In this case, the screw itself provides stability to the abutment on the implant head, while the crown will be 
cemented to the abutment. This solution can be achieved both with external and with internal hex implants.

• High aesthetic characteristics due to the absence of screw holes.

• Less antagonist teeth abrasion due to the same reason.

• The prosthetic process is similar to the traditional one (the prosthetic approach is more traditional).

 

Except for the single teeth, this prosthetic solution is performed by external hex implants.  
Especially in the upper jaw, the prosthesis directly screwed on the implant head presents a problem: the screws  
come out from the buccal side of the crowns. In this case the solution involves the use of pre-angled abutments 
(LeaderQuick).

• It fits perfectly to narrow occlusal spaces (this is the compulsory solution when the distance between the 
antagonist tooth and the implant head is less than 8mm).

• It allows the easy removal of the prosthesis for maintenance or reparation purposes.

• In case of screw loosening it is easier to reach and tighten it again.

ADVANTAGES OF THE SCREW-RETAINED CONNECTION

CEMENT-RETAINED CONNECTION

ADVANTAGES OF THE CEMENT-RETAINED CONNECTION
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Prosthetic components GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

The connection by the cementation of the abutments onto the implants is realized through castable abutments. 
Take into consideration that the level of accuracy achieved with the casting is less than the precision that can be 
obtained with machined elements. Moreover, with this solution a further intervention is impossible. This solution can 
be ideal when, during the removal of a fractured screw, the implant internal thread is compromised. The screw 
characteristics (see Annex A) allow the easy screw removal in case of fracture.

CEMENTED-ABUTMENT CONNECTION (CONNECTION THROUGH CEMENTED ABUTMENTS)

The main disadvantage of the cement-retained connection can be met in case of abutment screw loosening, where 

the removal of the crown to reach the screw head can be more difficult.

This connection is like the cemented-retained one (implant/abument screw connection) but the retention of the 

crown onto the abutment is performed through a secondary screw generally positioned on the palatal or

lingual side.

This solution has the advantage of an easy screw removal without the disadvantages of the screw holes. The 

main disadvantage is represented by the difficult technical realization especially with multiple teeth and by the 

reduced dimensions of the screw that leads frequently problems of stripping strength of the screws.

Retention screw

CONNECTION THROUGH SECONDARY SCREW
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Internal hex connection implants Healing screws

Prosthetic components TWO-STAGE SURGERY IMPLANTS

Anti-rotation abutment with screw, rotating 
and anti-rotation castable abutments.

Ø 3,5

Tissue abutment for screw-retained 
prosthesis, with titanium and

castable cylinders.

Overcasting 
titanium coping

AngledStandard Shouldered Castable
Castable

abutment gold 
coping

Titanium Tecapeek

Ball
abutment

Impression 
transferAnalog Three-sections 

transfer

Tecapeek
temporary 
abutments

*Castable 
abutment for 
cementing

3. PROSTHETIC COMPONENTS OVERVIEW

PROSTHETIC COMPONENTS: INTERNAL CONNECTION

ABUTMENTS FOR SCREW-RETAINED PROSTHESIS

ABUTMENTS FOR CEMENT-RETAINED PROSTHESIS

OVERDENTURE 
DEVICES

TEMPORARY 
ABUTMENTS

*abutment-implant 
connection system

Locator
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Prosthetic components TWO-STAGE SURGERY IMPLANTS

Abutment for 
gluing technique 
with passive fit

Ø 4,0PROSTHETIC COMPONENTS: INTERNAL CONNECTION

Internal hex connection implants Healing screws

Anti-rotation abutment with screw, rotating
and anti-rotation castable abutments

AngledStandard Shouldered Castable
Castable 
abutment

gold coping

Titanium Tecapeek

Ball abutment

TransferAnalog

Tecapeek
temporary
abutments

*Castable
abutment for 
cementing

ABUTMENTS FOR SCREW-RETAINED 
PROSTHESIS

ABUTMENTS FOR CEMENT-RETAINED PROSTHESIS

OVERDENTURE 
DEVICES

Adjustable 
abutment

ADJUSTABLE 
ABUTMENT

Three-sections 
transfer

TEMPORARY 
ABUTMENTS

Transfer
with extra-long 

screw

* abutment-implant 
connections system

Locator
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Prosthetic components TWO-STAGE SURGERY IMPLANTS

Ø 5,0PROSTHETIC COMPONENTS: INTERNAL CONNECTION

Internal hex connection implants Healing screws

Anti-rotation abutment with screw, rotating
and anti-rotation castable abutments

AngledStandard Castable
Castable 

abutment gold 
coping

Titanium Tecapeek

Ball abutment

TransferAnalog

Tecapeek
temporary 
abutments

*Castable 
abutment for 
cementing

ABUTMENTS FOR SCREW-RETAINED 
PROSTHESIS

ABUTMENTS FOR CEMENT-RETAINED PROSTHESIS

OVERDENTURE 
DEVICES

TEMPORARY 
ABUTMENTS

*abutment-implant 
connections system
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Prosthetic components TWO-STAGE SURGERY IMPLANTS

Ø 6,0PROSTHETIC COMPONENTS: INTERNAL CONNECTION

Internal hex connection implants   Healing screws

Anti-rotation abutment with screw, rotating and
anti-rotation castable abutments

Standard Castable
Castable 

abutment gold 
coping

Titanium Tecapeek

Ball abutment

TransferAnalog

*Castable 
abutment for 
cementing

ABUTMENTS FOR SCREW-RETAINED PROSTHESIS

ABUTMENTS FOR CEMENT-RETAINED PROSTHESIS

OVERDENTURE 
DEVICES

*abutment-implant 
connections system 
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Prosthetic components TWO-STAGE SURGERY IMPLANTS

Ø 4,1PROSTHETIC COMPONENTS: EXTERNAL CONNECTION

External hex connection implants Healing screws

Anti-rotation abutment with screw, rotating
and anti-rotation castable abutments 

Overcasting 
titanium coping

AngledStandard Shouldered

Titanium Tecapeek

Ball abutment

TransferAnalog Transfer

Tecapeek 
temporary 
abutments

ABUTMENTS FOR SCREW-RETAINED 
PROSTHESIS

ABUTMENTS FOR CEMENT-RETAINED PROSTHESIS

TEMPORARY 
ABUTMENTS

OVERDENTURE 
DEVICES

Castable abutment
and gold coping 

Abutment for 
gluing technique 
with passive fit

Locator
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Prosthetic components TWO-STAGE SURGERY IMPLANTS

SAMPLE MODELS

Kit for external hex implantsKit for internal hex implants

Helpful devices for the selection of the proper prosthetic components.

ALUMINIUM PINS KIT

Ø 5,0PROSTHETIC COMPONENTS: EXTERNAL CONNECTION

External hex connection implants Healing screws

Anti-rotation abutment with screw, rotating
and anti-rotation castable abutments

Standard

Titanium Tecapeek

TransferAnalog

ABUTMENTS FOR SCREW-RETAINED 
PROSTHESIS

ABUTMENTS FOR CEMENT-RETAINED
PROSTHESIS

Anti-rotation castable abutments
and gold coping abutment
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It is characterized by a hexagonal crystal structure (phase A - stable up to 882°C / 1619.6°F) and by a cubic, 

centered-body structure (phase B - stable up to  900°C / 1652°F). Its most important feature is the low density (4.5 

g.cm) that gives it an unmatched lightness, which compared to its high mechanical strength, increases its quality. 

Also its corrosion resistance and chemical wearing, due to the passive protection of the surface oxide.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND PHYSIC-MECHANICAL FEATURES

ASTM Titanium - Grade 1

Tensile strength M Pa 240 - TI 99% - N 0.03% - C 0.10% - H 0.015% - Fe 0.20% - O 0.18%

ASTM Titanium - Grade 2

Tensile strength M Pa 340 - TI 99% - N 0.03% - C 0.10% - H 0.015% - Fe 0.20% - O 0.25%

ASTM Titanium - Grade 3

Tensile strength M Pa 450 - TI 99% - N 0.05% - C 0.10% - H 0.015% - Fe 0.30% - O 0.35%

ASTM Titanium - Grade 4

Tensile strength M Pa 550 - TI 99% - N 0.05% - C 0.10% - H 0.015% - Fe 0.50% - O 0.40%

ASTM Titanium - Grade 5

Tensile strength M Pa 900 - TI 89% - N 0.05% - C 0.10% - H 0.012% - Fe 0.30% - O 0.20% - AI 6.0% - V 4.0%

In the production of the whole prosthetic component line, Leader uses materials complying with International standards. 

The use of raw materials with these characteristics assures quality, biocompatibility and respect of biomechanical 

standards.

TITANIUM (Ti):

4. MANUFACTURING MATERIALS: PRODUCT FEATURES

Manufacturing materials PRODUCT FEATURES

GOLD ALLOY

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Au% Pd% Pt% Ir%

60.0 15.0 24.9 x

x=<1%

Ir%

x

Casting temperature °C

x

Elastic modulus MPa

Density g/cm3

Ir%

x

Lengthening %

Tensile strength MPa

Vickers hardness HV5/30

Elastic strength MPa

18.1

1350-1460

110.000

450-720

18-12

580-810

150-205-230

The alloy chemical components have been determined through emission spectrophotometric analysis.

The alloy composition is described in the below table:

VALUES
FEATURES

VALUES
FEATURES
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PMMA

Deflection temperature (1,8 N/mm2)

Vicat softening point

Coefficient of linear expansion

Specific heat

Thermal conductivity

Ir%

x

x

5.104

105

>_ 115

7.5.10-5

0.35

Ir%

x

x

cal/cm/s°C

°C

°C

1/°C

cal/g °C

Ir%

x

x

C177

D648

D1525

D696

-

VALUES UNIT

ASTM METHOD
THERMAL FEATURES

TECAPEEK

Elongation at break

Elasticity modulus – tensile test

Tensile strength

Impact strength

95 Mpa DIN EN ISO 527

> 25 % DIN EN ISO 527

4200 Mpa DIN EN ISO 178

7,6 KJ/m DIN EN ISO 180 (izod)

Manufacturing materials PRODUCT FEATURES

Friction coefficient (against hardened steel)

Abrasion resistance (against hardened steel)

Crystalline transition temperature 143 °C

Short time

Long time

°C

°C

300

260

p=0,05 N/mm2 v=0,6 m/s

p=0,05 N/mm2 v=0,6 m/s

Chemical name: Polyether Ether Ketone

DIN abbreviation: PEEK

Colour: white

MECHANICAL FEATURES
VALUES STANDARDUNIT

THERMAL FEATURES
VALUES UNIT

STANDARD
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Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

1. CASE STUDY AND TREATMENT PLANNING

PROSTHETIC PROTOCOL

Both in traditional and implant-supported prosthesis, the diagnosis and treatment study are critical. Regarding the 

contra-indications to implant treatment we suggest referring to specific bibliography. We remind however that 

immediate loading and one stage implant solution with the healing screw should be selected carefully in case of 

smoking patients or patients that lost teeth due to periodontal disease. Immediate loading is not recommended 

for patients with bruxism problems since they can develop high occlusal forces. 

The pre-implant analysis includes the following steps:

• Patient dental analysis (medical and dental anamnesis, periodontal evaluation -by probing-, x-rays, aesthetic 

evaluation, mouth opening capability, ecc).

• Evaluating the need for implant rehabilitation.

• Evaluating the need for x-ray template: its use is recommended in each case of massive loss of teeth, 

especially in the upper jaw. In order to built it, study models are necessary to mount acrylic commercial teeth 

or wax-up the lost elements.

• X-ray with evaluation of bone volumes for implant selection.

• In case of severe or total edentulism, the fabrication of surgical templates is recommended to position the 

implants with the correct axis.

• In the second-stage (re-opening) the impression will be taken. At this stage, it is necessary, according to

the bone volumes, to evaluate the implant positioning, the prosthetic needs, and if the implant rehabilitation 

selected (projected) is the best solution possible. With the impression, the necessity of pre-angled abutments 

(LeaderQuick) can be evaluated and together with the proper angulation to be selected.

• Evaluating the need for either a temporary prosthesis or a direct  final prosthetic restoration.

• Prosthetic manufacturing.  

GUIDELINES

17



Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

The x-ray and surgical masks are a critical support 
in case of total or partial upper edentulous.

1 2

* X-ray view: in the orthogonal projection it is possi-
ble to appreciate the position of the tooth in respect 
of the bone crest. In a case like this, after implants 
insertion, it will be possible to manufacture a fixed 
prosthesis with teeth directly on the implant base.

An upper prosthesis is manufactured by acrylic ma-
terial; the teeth position is chosen in the same way 
of the normal total prosthesis. The acrylic teeth are 
covered by a varnish mixed with amalgam powder to 
allow their visibility on CT scans.

3 4

Models are mounted on an articulator in the proper 
vertical dimension and centric relation.

MANUFACTURING OF X-RAY AND SURGICAL MASKS

*This solution is impossible in two cases: 
A) If the tooth is far from the crest more than 1/3 of the projected tooth implant, it will be necessary to build a 

prosthesis that simulates soft tissues. The colour is always important. 
B) If the tooth axis is 5 mm more vestibular than the implant axis it will be necessary to build a fixed prosthesis and 

the only solution will be an overdenture.

18



Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

Teeth are turned into a “full” temporary  prosthesis. 
The contour of each tooth is marked on the plaster.

Resin teeth are mounted as if it would they were 
an overdenture but without buccal shell nor palatal 
extension.

After laying some transparent resin on the model,
the position of each ring can be indicated on the 
resin itself. Then the cavities for the implant 
positions are prepared.

The rings  that identify the teeth positions are comple-
ted. Teeth position is identified by the design with a 
dot in the middle.

7 8

Once the flaps have been elevated, the mask is
attached to the lower arch. With closed mouth, 
the right position of the first holes can be identified 
with the first bur.

During the surgical stage, the presence of the flaps 
makes the position of the mask difficult; therefore a 
template is built on the lower teeth which is related 
to the upper mask in centric relation and vertical 
dimension.

9 10

5 6
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Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

The vertical dimension between the mount-transfer 
base and the opposite tooth can be measured.

13 14

Immediate loading temporary prosthesis in situ.Impression removed.

The same dimension is used during centric relation 
registration.

15 16

Once the implants have been inserted, the external 
flange is broken so that the patient can close its 
mouth thus bringing the mask in contact with the 
palatal surface.

After the mask removal, prepare the implant site following 
the surgical drill sequence.

11 12
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Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

2. IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

The implant-supported treatment includes two main impression categories. The first one is the so-called pick-up 

technique. The transfers are blocked inside the through the impression material and removed from the patient’s mouth 

together with the impression itself. 

The second one is called repositioning technique (closed tray technique), where the transfer remains with the implants 

in the patient’s mouth and then repositioned into the impression. Between the two techniques, the first one is con-

sidered to be the best; actually both of them can be used according to the connection implant type (internal or 

external hex) and to the clinical situation.

This technique requires a tray to be drilled. The holes get the long screws of transfer to emerge from the tray 

surface.

The technician will tighten the analogs onto the transfer blocked into the impression. During this phase, some mo-

vements of the transfer within the impression may occur. For this reason the transfer should be firmly  blocked toge-

ther. This rigid assembly, however, can be difficult to be removed in case of wide disparallelism between the implants. 

This problem is usually occurs with the internal hex implants. The longer hexagon walls can create some problems 

during transfer removal. This problem is not usual with external hex implants. For this reason, the rigid transfer block 

can be applied only with the last hex system or using intermediate abutments that turn the internal hex into external 

(LeaderQuick).

SINGLE TOOTH

Transfer insertion. It is possible to check visually 
its correct accommodation. For a proper impression 
retention, the transfer is covered with silicone.

PICK-UP IMPRESSION TECHNIQUE

Second stage – single internal hex implant. For a 
better tissue conditioning, this is the best moment 
to take impression.

1 2

21



Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

Syringing the light material on the occlusal surfaces 
and on the transfer.

The holed plastic tray allows the access to the 
fixing screw.

3 4

The transfer will reproduce a round tissue canal.When the heavy material has set, the long fixing
screw is loosened. If necessary a needle holder 
may be helpful.

5 6

Tightening the fixing screw. In this stage, the stability 
of the transfer in the impression is critical.

Transfer-analog assembly.

7 8
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Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

Removal of excess material.After isolating the impression surface, the silicone 
gum is applied.

9 10

Resulting model. Notice the round tissue canal.Stone pouring.

11 12

It is now possible to mark the desired marginal 
tissue contour on the silicone gum.

Positioning the temporary crown on the model.

13 14
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Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

Selecting the adjustable abutment.The gingival margin is trimmed using the temporary 
contour, with a knife or a bur.

15

Final temporary prosthesis.The abutment is prepared on a milling surveyor, with 
a vertical marginal finishing line (not a shoulder one).

17 18

The abutment is ready for delivery. The small 
vestibular depression is used for the correct position 
of the abutment on the implant.

19

16
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MULTIPLE TEETH WITH RESIN TRANSFER LOCKING

In this case, the transfer are locked by acrylic resin. 
The dental floss acts as a support to apply the resin 
with a brush.

Transfer are inserted after second surgery.

1 2

Positioned healing screws.Impression after removal.

3 4

Temporary crowns in situ.

5

Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
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MULTIPLE TEETH WITH PLASTER TRANSFER LOCKING  

Transfer are inserted and locked through BF plaster® 

or similar gypsum products. By Keeping the plastic 
tray in position it is possible to mark the right holes 
positions for transfer screws.

Healing screws on three implants.

2

Impression removed.The light material is applied on the locked transfers 
and the occlusal surface of the existing teeth

3 4

Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

1
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Immediate loading case. Lifting the flap, the right 
transfer position can be properly checked.

Transfer with short fixing screw. The transfer surface 
presents two flat parallel sides and three horizontal 
grooves to facilitate its re-positioning inside the 
impression.

2

REPOSITIONING TECHNIQUE (CLOSED TRAY)

Impression removed. The transfer has remained on 
the implant head.

The access to the screw has been closed with a 
rimming wax. The wide transfer external surface allows 
the easier re-positioning into the impression.

43

Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES

1

After isolating the impression surface, the silicone 

gum is realized.

The transfer is now removed and assembled with the 
analog. The assembly is re-positioned inside the im-
pression. This operation presents some difficulties but 
the possibility to assemble transfer and analog outside 
the impression avoids potential movements while
tightening the screw.

5 6
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The marginal space and shape do not reproduce the 
normal situation, because we performed the impression 
with opened flaps.

Stone pouring.

7 8

... the missing mucosal canal is filled by wax.After protecting the screw hole with some cotton …

9 10

To achieve the proper height, a castable abutment 
gold copying was used.

Positioning a commercial acrylic tooth for volume 
evaluation.

11 12

Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
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Temporary prosthesis on the model. The cervical 
contour will be clinically adjusted in the patient’s mouth.

13

DIRECT IMPRESSION ON THE ABUTMENT

Impression taken directly on the abutment without 
the use of retraction cords.

Positioned abutment. The marginal tissues after 
two months of using temporary.

1 2

This can be useful to finalize the final prosthesis after temporary phase, in order to avoid the use of a new abutment. 
In all cases of re-positioned impression, due to the lower level of accuracy, a second impression directly on the 
abutments is recommended.

Prosthetic protocol IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
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It is important to take into consideration the different prosthetic solutions. Screw-retained or cemented prosthesis 
must be accurately chosen according to the clinical situation. We will now describe techniques to obtain passive 
fit for both cases.

Prosthetic solutions PROSTHESIS CEMENTED 

1. PASSIVE FIT TECHNIQUE FOR CEMENTED PROSTHESIS

PROSTHETIC SOLUTIONS (Prosthetic cases)

The abutments can be prepared by tilting them up to 
about 25°. In this case, the access hole of the screw 
is closed and with a varnish that also smoothes the 
metal surface.

1 2

Obviously, in single implants , passive fit is not neces-
sary, therefore varnish is applied as on the natural 
abutments. 4 to 7 layers decreasingly from the occlu-
sal surface. The marginal finishing line will stop the 
crown during its seating on the abutment. To show 
the right situation a cross-section is made. The mar-
ginal line sealing and the space on the occlusal 
surface can be appreciated.

Final crown.

3 4

Follow-up at 1 month after temporary delivery.
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Prosthetic solutions PROSTHESIS CEMENTED 

Varnish is applied in reverse order to obtained passive 
fit: not on the head but on the vertical walls down to 
the finishing line. This will produce a worse marginal 
seal but a better passive fit.

In case of multiple implants, a vertical finishing line 
is performed as well.

5 6

After casting, note that the framework does not fit on 
the abutments due to the normal cast shrinkage.

In this demo case, two joint caps are waxed.

7 8

… seating the framework ...Varnish is eliminated and a first passive fit is performed 
in laboratory by painting the abutments with a black 
pen to perform the first stage and obtain a passive
fit. 

9 10
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Always as a demo, in the cross-section of the 
crowns it is possible to see the contact of the crown 
on the head of the abutments. This creates a stop 
at the end of the crown insertion but produces a 
worse sealing.

... and grinding the black marks after its removal. 
This checking technique is applied also on the real 
frameworks.

At 220 magnification, the marginal inaccuracy can 
be evaluated.

In case of no contact on the head, the crown could 
be further inserted, down beyond the marginal line 
thus creating a bacteria receptacle.

The abutment surface that has be covered by the 
crown is sand-blasted to increase retention.

15

11 12

13 14

Prosthetic solutions PROSTHESIS CEMENTED 
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PROSTHESIS SCREW-RETAINED

2. PASSIVE FIT TECHNIQUE FOR SCREW-RETAINED PROSTHESIS

Insertion of 4 implants for lower Toronto bridge.

1 2

Development of the silicone gum does not have an 
aesthetic purpose but, as it is removable, it is useful 
to visually observe the proper seating of the prosthe-
tic elements.

Plaster impression (use a low expansion setting 
gypsum).

3 4

The mount-transfer are used to record the centric 
relation at the vertical dimension. 

Final model.The stone is poured to obtain the working model.

5 6

Prosthetic solutions
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Prosthetic solutions PROSTHESIS SCREW-RETAINED

Acrylic teeth are mounted in proper position on a wax 
base. Two silicone masks are manufactured on the 
mounted teeth. 

By Inserting the mount-transfer on the analogs, the 
model can be mounted against the opposing model.

7 8

The framework of the prosthesis is prepared by ca-
stable resin. For the passive fit, the abutments are 
covered by spacing varnish. Calibrated waxes can be 
used to increase the space.

Through these masks it is possible to evaluate to a 
shortening of the abutments. 

9 10

In order to remove the framework disparallel abutments 
must be unscrewed... 

The framework is completed using the masks. 

11 12
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The framework is positioned into the casting ring.… only the parallel ones will remain on the model.

After re-mounting the teeth, the prosthesis is finished 
using a flask.

The passive seating of metal framework is achieved, 
colouring the parallel abutments with a black pen.

The inner side of the prosthesis is sand-blasted.

17

13 14

15 16

Also the abutments are roughened through 
horizontal grooves or sand-blasting.

18

PROSTHESIS SCREW-RETAINEDProsthetic solutions
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After gluing, the hexes are removed with a bur, in 
order to maintain just a flat-to-flat fitting.

Simultaneous gluing of the two parallel abutments.

The disparallel abutments are glued one by one.Nowadays an abutment without hex is available
that facilitates these operations.

Lingual view of the final prosthesis. Note the two 
metallic parts before the distal cantilevers. They can 
strengthen the prosthesis avoiding distal fracture.

23

19 20

22

Prosthesis delivered.

24

Prosthetic solutions PROSTHESIS SCREW-RETAINED

21
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2-year follow up.

Final screw tightening of a lower Toronto bridge.

25

B

*Wrenches with torque (newton) calibration

Wrenches to tighten such a screw (both electrical and manual) tend to lose calibration, therefore they have to be 
calibrated each time to be sure to tighten the screw properly.

The torque adjusting unit is a pendulum. Once the wrench has been inserted on the hex pin, the wrench is 
pulled until the spring releases  the mechanism. Such a movement should be slow and steady. By turning the 
adjusting knob on the wrench handle, it is possible to increase or decrease the fixing torque value.

After use, the wrench spring must be released completely thus to prevent it from wearing.  The torque adjusting 
device should be fixed with the proper screw to avoid that it can keep its calibration as well.

Prosthetic screws have to be tightened with a 
calibrated wrench.

A

PROSTHESIS SCREW-RETAINEDProsthetic solutions
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FIX CEMENTED PROSTHESIS

3. FIXED CEMENTED PROSTHESIS – SINGLE CROWN

Pick-up impression.Healing screws in a case of agenesis of lateral teeth.

1 2

In case of single tooth, the spacing varnish is distribu-
ted as on the natural abutments (passive fit is not 
necessary).

After waxing the teeth and manufacturing the masks, 
the abutments can be prepared. As/Since the 12 is 
coaxial to the implant, it has been produced with an 
adjustable abutment, while the 22 has a different axis 
as reference to the implant, so it has been prepared 
with a casting abutment gold copying.

3 4

After casting, the vestibular space for the ceramic 
can be checked through the masks.

Wax-up with the proper shape in order to support 
ceramics.

5 6

Prosthetic solutions
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Final crowns on the model.Ceramic mass is applied.

1-year follow up of the 12.Situation before delivery.

1-year follow up of the 22.

11

7 8

9 10

FIX CEMENTED PROSTHESISProsthetic solutions
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4. FIXED CEMENTED PROSTHESIS – MULTIPLE TEETH

First wax-up of the teeth.Model with silicone gum.

1 2

By the mask, the abutments are prepared with the 
proper volume.

Mask preparation before the cut-back.

3 4

... becomes the metal framework.Through the masks the space created after cut-back 
is evaluated. The remaining material...

5 6

Prosthetic solutions FIX CEMENTED PROSTHESIS

Note

The model has been manufactured  from the impression described at page 24.
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Ceramic is applied.Spaces are checked after casting.

7 8

Occlusal try-in. The contact points in maximum inter-
cuspal positions are checked with a red ribbon and 
those on the implants are lightened.

Ceramic on biscuit phase.

9 10

Occlusal correction.With a green ribbon ask the patient to slide the teeth, 
while with a red ribbon the patient must tap the teeth. 
The green marks not matching the red ones indicate 
contacts during excursion. They must be eliminated 
or distributed as much as possible on implant teeth 
depending on the clinical situation.

11 12

FIX CEMENTED PROSTHESISProsthetic solutions
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Final prosthesis in situ.Abutments in situ. The vestibular depression is used 
to find the correct position of the abutments.

13 14

1-year follow up.

15

Prosthetic solutions FIX CEMENTED PROSTHESIS
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SCREW-RETAINED FIX PROSTHESIS  

5. SCREW-RETAINED FIXED PROSTHESIS  – MULTIPLE TEETH

Impression tray is tried in order to take a pick-up
impression on the implants heads.

Implants heads exposed to the patient’s mouth.

1 2

Chin point manoeuvre to obtain centric relation at 
vertical dimension.

Three long healing screws have been inserted on the 
most anterior implant and on the two posterior lateral 
implants in order to obtain a tripod to record the 
centric relation.

3 4

A silicone mask is produced from the wax-up.Teeth are waxed-up on the obtained model mounted 
on an articulator.

5 6

Prosthetic solutions
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The selected abutments have been locked on their 
metallic handles through some resin. This makes the 
positioning of the abutments into the patient’s mouth 
easier.

This mask allows the selection of the proper angulation 
of the abutments (LeaderQuick).

The transfer to take the plaster impression are inserted.LeaderQuick abutments in situ.

Transfers positioned.

11

7 8

9 10

Open tray that allows the transfer screws to come out.

12

SCREW-RETAINED FIX PROSTHESIS  Prosthetic solutions
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Impression is removed. The material used to take 
impression is not really a plaster but a Type III stone 
with minimum expansion of 0.02%.

Plaster impression.

Once again the teeth are waxed-up.Analogs are inserted into the impression.

Abutments for gluing technique are positioned onto 
the analogs. Note that these abutments are different 
from those working directly on the implant head.

17

13 14

15 16

Abutments are adjusted to the prosthesis volume 
using the mask obtained from the wax-up.

18

SCREW-RETAINED FIX PROSTHESIS  Prosthetic solutions
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Final temporary prosthesis on the model.Waxed-up prosthesis ready for casting. After applying 
the aesthetic coverage, the prosthesis will be bonded 
to the abutments through the differentiated gluing tech-
nique (see annex C).

Aesthetic final evaluation.Palatal view of the temporary prosthesis in the 
patient’s mouth.

19 20

21 22

SCREW-RETAINED FIX PROSTHESIS  Prosthetic solutions
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BALL-RETAINED OVERDENTURE 

6. OVERDENTURE  SUPPORTED BY BALL ATTACHMENTS

Consequently the wearing of two old ball attachments, 
two new implants have been inserted. At second 
surgery stage, the proper height of the attachments is 
selected according to the tissue thickness and occlu-
sal space.

In the overdentures, the simplest solution is to use ball 
attachments. There are two possible solutions: 
a. Two-components ball attachments.
b. One-piece ball attachments (easier to use).

2

Then it is tightened at 30 Ncm.The attachment is manually screwed in.

3 4

On the lingual surface of the overdenture two holes 
are created in order to obtain easy access for the 
resin to incorporate the caps into the prosthesis.

After seating the plastic caps, the attachment under-
cuts are removed by the rubber dam.

5 6

Prosthetic solutions

1
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With the same technique, by applying the resin throu-
gh the hole, the cap is linked to the prosthesis.

Resin is applied on the cap with a brush.

After prosthesis removal the excess resin is trimmed.After setting, the prosthesis is removed. The two 
old worn attachment heads are now visible.

In this image, the metallic reinforcement necessary 
to avoid fractures is visible.

11

7 8

9 10

BALL-RETAINED OVERDENTUREProsthetic solutions
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Friction creates a resisting force opposing to the relative 
sliding of two bodies. It is a function of the pressure 
keeping them together by a force perpendicular to the 
surfaces of contact. It is proportional to a friction coeffi-
cient, depending on the materials in contact. It prevents 
the relative sliding of two bodies.

Why does the screw loosen?
Because the friction braking effect is missing!
The loss of contact between the two surfaces (abutment 
screw and implant internal threading) occures when an 
external force is higher than the pre-load set used during 
abutment fixing at proper torque.
In such a case, the force will cause the loss of the contact 
between the thread walls of the screw  and the implant.  
It works by a screw lengthening bigger than the one 
caused by the pre-load.  When the force is finished, the 
contact between abutment and implant head is lost. The 
screw is now free to loosen under the effect of vibrations, 
then the abutment and the relative crown begin to move.

The “Morse” effect (Fig. 1)
Inserting with pressure an element with a tapered exter-
nal surface in a corresponding female element that has 
a hole with an identical tapered design, the friction betwe-
en the two tapered surfaces occures. It locks the male 
cone in the female one. This locking remains efficient also 
when the insertion force applied is over: this is the “Mor-
se” effect. A suitable tapering of the cones guarantees 
such “locking” that will become a safe and natural enga-
ging system for the screw that connects the abutment 
to the implant.

The screw with self-locking tapered head
The screw with self-locking tapered head is different from 
the traditional screw because of the tapered design of 
part of its vertical surface. Moreover, the abutment has 
a seat with the same tapering in the hole for the connec-
tion screw. The taper of the cones is 5° (Fig. 2).
The screw must be fixed at 35 Ncm. The tests carried 
out did not report any screw breakage, even when ap-
plying a torque up to 90 Ncm. The auto-locking tapered 
screw has an elasticity limit of 950 N. This occures be-
cause the screw has a diameter 1.8 mm and is made of 
grade 5 titanium.  Consequently, the screw can withstand 
axial loads up to its elastic limit without permanent de
formations and loosenings.

How the auto-locking Morse effect is formed on 
the tapered screw
Obviously, in case occasional forces charged the screw 
with a higher load than its resistance, the screw would 
break. To face such event, a specific breakage area has 

Friction in the prosthetic screws could
be useful ?

PSF or PSXF C
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Friction between the tapered surfaces

Push created by the insertion force

Insertion 
force

FEATURES OF THE ABUTMENT-IMPLANT 
CONNECTION 
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p
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Fig. 2

Correct tapering of the shaft (3° - 8°)

M1,8 x 0,35

Prepared
area
at break
programmed

Annex A

been foreseen well outside the implant thread. It allows 
an easy extraction of the broken piece remained in the 
implant (Fig.3). 
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Advantages of the tapered screw 

• High mechanical stability

• Usable with all types of implants

• The thread and the screw-in cavity of the head are 
   dimensioned to resist to torque loads of more
   than 50Ncm

• Definite breakage area in case of accidental breakage

• Limited costs of the system

Adjustable torque ratchet
When fixing a screw to a precise torque, a dynamometric 
ratchet is necessary, set to the desired torque value.
NEWTON torque control system assures the precise 
adjustment.

Annex A

Breakage area 
location

Implant Abutment

Fig. 3

Forced contact between 
the cones

Spring Torque adjustment knob

Fig. 4

01TW1

Tightening screws 
All the dynamometric wrenches sold in the market can 
lose their adjustment during sterilization and lubrication 
cycles, so they require to be adjusted again after each 
use. It prevents the under-tightening of the screw respect 
the value indicated on the wrench itself. To register the 
wrench precisely to the desired torque, the professionals 

Fig. 5

Rotation 
centre

(screw axis/
shaft)

1 Kg = 9,81 Newton
Torque = Tightening force obtained by force 
(weight) x distance from the rotation axis/shaft
In all the three described cases, the applied 
torque is 350 Nmm = 35 Ncm

would need a proper device dedicated to this operation.

NEWTON torque control system offers the clinician two 
fundamental advantages compared to other devices:
• after each sterilization or lubrication cycle the dentist 
can check the precision of the torque he desires to apply; 
• with just one wrench (and a lower cost) the dentist can 
decide to tighten the screw in a range of 5 to 60 Ncm, 
simply rotating the torque adjustment knob. NEWTON 
torque control device enables the ratchet setting to any 
value between 5 and 60 Ncm; it guarantees high precision 
since it works properly. This is based on the relation 
between the weight of pendulum, the length of the sub-
staining rod and the angle of the metallic wheel. They are 
related by the force of gravity.

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Ratchet registration for the desired torque

“M” Torque

Torque adjustment

M Torque = P x g = 35 N cm
When reaching the value “M” the 
ratchet releases and the indicator
shows the value.
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Annex B

The transfer in three sections has been studied 
to solve the disparallelism problems with the internal 
connection implants.

Contrary to all the other transfer types actually on the 
market, this transfer allows to obtain a precise impression 
even in case of strong disparallelism between implants.

This transfer is composed of 3 sections: 

• (1) body;

• (2) removable cylinder with hex;

• (3) passing screw.

As the hex section is removable, once the impression 
has been taken, you can remove the passing screws and 
the cylinders with the hex, before removing the impres-
sion tray.

With this system, as the hexes have been removed and 
the disparallelisms eliminated, the extraction of the im-
pression tray can be achieved without tensions and without 
affecting the precise positioning of the transfers in the 
impression material.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Mounted three section transfer

CODE
FOR INTERNAL
HEX IMPLANTS

01TR333

01TR403

Platform ø 3,5 mm

Platform ø 4,0 mm

IMPRESSION TRANSFER IN THREE SECTIONS
FOR PICK-UP IMPRESSION TECHNIQUE

The transfer in three sections are available for internal 
hex implants.

COLOUR

Green

Yellow
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Annex C

These abutments are suitable for the passivation gluing 
technique. This seems to be the safest technique to 
passivate screw-retained frameworks. For this reason, it 
is particularly fitting for Toronto overdentures with imme-
diate loading, when corrections or further soldering are 
not possible – due to the urgency of delivering the over-
denture. However, this technique also applies in case of 
delayed loading. Here following we describe this last case 
of implant-prosthetic solution.

Clinical stage
An impression of the implants is taken with a plastic
open tray, with holes in correspondence with the long 
screws.
NOTE: in case of immediate loading, possibly protect the 
suture by applying the rubber dam on the transfer.
The use of BF plaster® is suggested, which guarantees 
high precision and stability: the material used is not a 
classic impression plaster  but it is a type III stone with 5 
minutes setting time and max. 0,02% expansion (BF 
plaster).
This is recommended in case of a full arch prosthesis. In 
case some natural teeth are remaining, the stone will be 
used as a locking system of the transfer and an impres-
sion with elastomeric material will be taken over the first 
one. 
For small prosthesis it might not be necessary to record 
the maximum intercuspal position. Should it be neces-
sary, it will be achieved using long healing screws that 
simulate the presence of abutments. This facilitates the 
record with a silicone bite.
In case of a full arch prosthesis (like the Toronto) a record 
of centric relation at vertical dimension will be necessary. 
Such a record will be more precise if the mount-transfer 
remain positioned on the implants heads, which simula-
te the presence of abutments in this case as well. 
Therefore, in case of Toronto with immediate loading, the 
record of centric relation is the first step to be taken at 
the end of the surgery and before removing the mount-
transfer. At least two records will be made to check 
repeatability.

and pours the model with class IV stone, after having 
reproduced the silicone gum.

In case of immediate loading, the silicone gum is not 
necessary under an aesthetic point of view but removing 
it, the technician can check the correct accommodation 

ABUMENT FOR GLUING TECHNIQUE
WITH PASSIVE FIT

Technical stage
Once the technician receives the impression, he inserts 
the laboratory analogs, isolates the impression plaster 

of the pieces on the analogs. In this case of immediate 
loading, once the laboratory model has been poured, the 
metal abutment for the gluing technique will be shortened 
and mounted on the analogs. 
A silicone mask will be produced on these abutments 
and placed on the implant heads straightaway. Its pur-
pose is to prevent the tissue from swelling thus compli-
cating the prosthesis delivery the day after; it prevents 
also the post-operative bleeding. 
In a Toronto bridge with immediate loading, the models 
will be mounted using the mount-transfer as a reference. 
The wax records both the centric relation and the vertical 
dimension. The second wax is used to check the repe-
atability, which is carried out visually and not through split 
cast since it would require too long time. In case of To-
ronto (both with immediate or delayed loading) at least 
two mount-transfers will be left in situ in order to adjust 
the denture base and to mount teeth.
Then the following masks are manufactured:
• One vestibular silicone mask
• One lingual silicone mask
• One lingual-occlusal silicone mask

Then the mount-transfer are screwed off, the wax base 
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is removed and the immediate loading abutments are 
inserted. Using the silicone masks, it is possible to eva-
luate the volume of the final prosthesis. So it is possible 
to shorten the metal and castable plastic parts to adapt 
to the prosthesis. 

At least two parallel abutments should be present to allow 
the proper prosthesis positioning. Otherwise, a castable 
abutment gold copying will be necessary. Its hexagon 
allows the proper repositioning of  the metal framework. 
In case of a full arch (Toronto) the model is casted. 
Since the prosthesis cannot be removed, the disparallel 
abutments should be screwed off and pulled out from

 the removed framework. To simplify the repositioning on 
the model, during the gluing phase a mark can be made 
on the vestibular side of the base.
The plastic parts of the abutments are joint together with 
a castable resin. Then the structure is finished with wax 
creating some retentions for acrylic teeth. A metal rein-
force should be created in the area of the last implant, 
which will run the main risk of fracture after the prosthe-
sis delivery. It is important to obtain a very rigid structure 
but with a proper space for resin.
In case of a little framework (not a Toronto bridge), it will 
be casted with the traditional procedure after its removal 
from the abutments. Then ceramic is now layered on the  
metallic part. Since in these cases a try-in of the biscuit 
is necessary, the gluing on the abutments can be simu-
lated using temporary cement. Finally the technician 
removes the temporary cement and glues with the 
composite.

Annex C

In case of a full arch (Toronto bridge) the metal framework 
is obtained by casting. Since the structure cannot be 
removed, due to the disparallel abutments, they should 
be screwed off and pulled out from the  structure. To 
simplify the repositioning on the model, during the gluing 

phase a mark can be made on the vestibular side of the 
abutments. Once the metal framework is casted and 
refined, it will be sand-blasted and the opaque applied 
on the surface. Then the structure can be positioned on 
the two parallel titanium abutments (usually the two cen-
tral ones).

In case no parallel abutments are present, as already 
mentioned, the metal structure can be repositioned using 
the castable abutment gold copying as a reference. 
Using the vestibular mask, the teeth are mounted simu-
lating the soft tissues by pink wax. Remove and properly 
adjust the base. The pink wax is now replaced by resin, 
using a flask or a cold-setting resin. 
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Annex C

After finishing and polishing, the definite prosthesis is 
glued on the two parallel titanium abutments using an 

anaerobic composite cement paste-to-paste type. Befo-
re gluing, all the abutments and the tubes inside the 
prosthesis must be sand-blasted. The inner part of the 
abutments must be filled by wax in order to protect the 

screw heads. Screw off the prosthesis and remove the 
hexes from the glued abutments with a bur, then screw 
in and glue the next disparallel abutments one by one.

It must be done, because the vertical walls of the hexa-
gons can interfere with passive fit of the prosthesis. Now 
the definite Toronto bridge is ready and can be sent to 
the clinician who will screw it onto the patient’s implants.
In case of immediate loading the silicone protective mask 
will be removed from the patient’s mouth. Its compressi-
ve role prevents bleeding and stabilizes the flaps. This 
allows the suture removal before the prosthesis delivery. 
with the prosthesis in situ, it is very difficult to remove 
them. In fact, the bridge should not be unscrewed within 
the first two months  after delivery. The patient should be 
advised on the necessity to avoid food that requires much 
masticatory pressure over this specific period.

Finished case.

Case courtesy by: Dr Ezio Bruna (Orbassano To), Dr Giulio 
Pavolucci, Dr Andrea Fabianelli e sig. Paolo Catalani (Arezzo) 
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